Up to date, Holonic Manufacturing System(HMS), one of novel concepts to meet the increasingly globalization and customization of the manufacturing processes, has been conceptually constructed, and prototyping systems, Holonic Fixturing Station(HOLOFIX), Holonic Autonomous Guided Vehicles(H-AGVs) etc. were developed with enhanced performances in their specific processes. This paper presented an Objected Oriented Technology (0OT)-supported migration approach to holonic robot assembly cell. Based on the analysis of activities in the flexible assembly cell, an architecture of workstation for hlonic robot assembly cell was proposed. The holonic robot workstation was established by incolporating a control computer that performs production planning, shop floor control and local operations into each of robot systems in the flexible assembly cell, workstations of this kindfunctions as the building blocks of holonic robot assembly cell. The holonic robot assembly cell employs a dynamic holarchy evolution mechanism to carry out assembly tasks. The entire implementation was conducted on the Flexible Assembly System in P M m u v e n .
where a hybrid multi-agent architecture was employed to achieve holonic control [4] . In DEDEMAS built up at IFW in University of Hannover, Tonshoff et al. tend to provide a mechanism for decentralized decisionmaking and scheduling in holonic manufacturing system [5] . Several aspects of the HMS, such as dynamic scheduling, dispatching, process planning, were studied, however one of the key issues, the migration strategy has not been well understood [6] . Seamless integration the existing manufacturing systems such as NCs, CNCs, AGVs, IRs etc still remain a challenging topic although migration from conventional system to H M S is regarded as a potentially cost-effective approach to holonic manufacturing paradigm. This paper presents an architecture for holonic robot workstation, in which 3 functional layers and 3 interfaces were defined, and an OOT supported migration approach to holonic robot assembling. As for the holonic control system, accordingly 3 basic classes were constructed, each of which encapsulates corresponding functions and supporting database. The holonic robot workstation physically comprises a control computer that performs client order management, process planning, shop floor control etc., and a robot system carrying out assembling movements. This strategy provides a migration methodology through whiih traditional manufaituring units can be integrated into HMS. Meanwhile, the employed OOT speeds up implementation by clarifying In the last decades, several advanced manufacturing functional ranks of manufacturing activities and
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system paradigms were addressed to meet the creating reusability of the control system. requirement of globalization of the manufacturing processes and the decentralization of the modem enterprises. Holonic Manufacturing System (HMS) provides a promising way to eliminate the fragility of existing manufacturing systems and therefore gain flexibility as well as robustness in the continuously changing manufacturing environment [ 1-31. Intensive research activities have been conducted with focus on conceptualization of H M S architectures and their implementations on specific manufacturing process were carried out with support of information technologies. In reference architecture PROSA, Van Brussel et al. defined 3 basic holons that treat the decision-making activities to achieve the production goals and staff holons that assist basic holons with expert knowledge [2] . Holons cooperate by aggregation and specialization mechanisms to carry manufacturing tasks.
Based on the multi-agent technology, MetaMorph was established at University of Calgary 2. A workstation architecture for holonic robot assembly cell Defined by the IMS consortium [l] , the minimum set of H M S attributes is the autonomy and the cooperation. Holon, the building block of " I S , consists of at least one of the 2 functional parts, the information processing part and physical processing part, the first. part performs database management, job scheduling, process planning, inter-holon communication, negotiation, coordination of the execution, recovery from abnormal operations etc. However the physical part executes manufacturing tasks, like machining, transportation, assembling. As for the architecture of HMS, several categories were released in the literatures. In PROSA, specialized holons were defined, each of which carries out specific activities in the HMS [7] . The holonic manufacturing control system becomes much complex since many inter-holon, holon-human interfaces, holon-physical and collaboration strategies have to be defined, strwctured and designed in the HMS. Agent-based technologies attract increasing attentions at present as natural means to control decentralized resources in holonic manufacturing scenarios. In InteRRaP, K. Fischer employed manufacturing agents to support the holonic manufacturing control [8] . A set of functional layers in the manufacturing agent was defined and linked by a communication-based control structure and shared hierarchical knowledge base. The author noticed the nested structure of same kind in agent as in the overall control framework. This clarifies the structural self-similarity of holon and to some extent verifies the application possibility of a generic holon architecture in HMS. In case a generic holon architecture is employed, the complexity of the control system will be significantly reduced since there are limited interfaces in the HMS and collaboration. Out of this consideration, we present an architecture for the robot workstations in holonic robot assembly cell in PMA/KULeuven. In this paper, a generic architecture for holonic robot workstation and its OOT-supported approach were pmented. OOT was chosen because the concept of the HMS is closely related to that of object-oriented design. There are 3 functional layers defined in the holonic robot workstation, from top to the bottom, namely production planning layer, shop floor control layer and operation control layer, similarly 3 basic classes are constructed in the holonic control system, each of which encapsulates corresponding layer functions and knowledge bases [7] . 3 interfaces in the control architecture treat the inter-holon, holon-machine, holon-human information exchanges. by the management of the company. Functionality covers product (re-)design, process (re-)design, and quality verification based on the result of the tasks. Data far process plan, product description, and the quality requirement are maintained in this functional layer.
Activities such as registration of client order, data management, material management, administration of client order, production planning, scheduling, process planning are handled with the help of corresponding algorithm and knowledge base. Successfully registered order will launch the MRP, and jobs, tasks and subtasks are accordingly generated. One abstraction set of the manufacturing resources in this layer supports the resource-related decision making process [7, 8] which helps to verify whether the product can be made and the order would fit in the schedule. When the machine becomes idle, it registers itself as 'idle', working units however are notated as "busy" in the abstraction. For maintaining and malfunctioning machines, status 'repair' will be prompted to prevent them from misallocation. Idle units can aggregate to form a temporary hierarchy, in which every member is 'busy' with its assigned jobs for ordered product.
Shop floor control 1ayer
.It performs as the central supervisory manager (shop floor manager), whose main responsibilities are initializing dynamic working community or holon, sub-tasking, coordinating between community members. Dynamic working community is a cluster of holonic robot workstations that are created, modified and destroyed when necessary in order to accomplish certain task. The manufacturing tasks generated by successfully registered client order in the production planning layer are broadcasted within preferred resource types, a dynamic holon community may need sub-contracting with other resources to accomplish its jobs, where a multilevel hierarchy forms in the community. Deadlocked tasks will be reclaimed and rebroadcasted, as such new member is needed for the existing hierarchy. Like in other HMS architectures, a scheduler was integrated into the control hierarchy of the holonic workstation architecture, where the heuristics was applied to seek the optimal schedule [7-91. However this is sometimes handicapped by the practical ' uncertainty of HMS, like the cursive maintenance. It is well accepted that dynamic scheduling is an effective solution for holonic control. In InteRRaP a continuously constrain solver conducts to find better solution while the execution of the schedule [8] . In the accomplished work, there is no dynamic scheduler implemented considering the fact that only 4 workstations participate the assembling tasks in the system.
Operation control layer.Entire set of operating
methods and the process datalvariables are encapsulated in the operation class, which control assembling movements of robots. In individual workstation, initialization passes the machine specification into holon-physical part interface, as a result a specific operation object is instantiated to control the connecting machine. For example, EM7545 robot will initiate an IBM7547 operation object in its control computer, which can generate control instructions for this robot. With subclassing, complete upper level variables and methods such as the system state, job schedule, process propss, scheduling algorithm, CAPP, logistic planning etc. are inherited, while operating data and methods such as speed, infeed rate, axis control are overridden with the operating methods and parameters of specific workstation. The machines, transportation vehicles, robots, and conveyers were networked through their PLC controllers, in which device drivers were created to accept operating messages from the operation class in the control system.
This layered hierarchy draws a blueprint for holonic manufacturing components in HMS, or in this case the holonic workstation in the holonic robot assembly cell. It the architecture, additional control computers are indispensably needed for conventional machine units like NCs, CNCs, conveyer, IRs to form the workstation configuration, where the developed control system can cany out local operation control and cooperative activities in HMS. This idea is not new, but the novel points are the OOT-supported migration methodology, through which reusability of manufacturing resource is achieved, and flexibility achieved by dynamic holarchy mechanism.
Holon evolution mechanism
In HMS , holons cooperate by exchanging information and materials to perform transformation of materials or transportation of parts. Holarchies or dynamic working communities are triggered by the client jobs in the job-master, evolve with new resources engaging subtasks, destroy when tasks are accomplished. All the members in holon forms a kind of hierarchy with the job-master at the top of the pyramid and subordinates at the lower levels. It is openended, and additional component may enter as new member during subcontracting, or as a substitution for the malfunctioned member. However this member might hold membership in another holon. Figure 2 illustrates evolution mechanism of dynamic working community. Holonic manufacturing workstation is actually any kind of conventional manufacturing unit with holonic features created through IT technology. In shop floor, it appears as NCs, CNCs, Machining Centers, and transportation devices with information processing functions. In case of holonic robot assembly cell, holonic robot workstation is established as the building block, where a robot system performs assembly tasks and a control computer carries out production planning and shop floor control. Holon evolution mechanisms that are supported by collaboration strategies in the control system determine the performance of the cell. Tasks trigger the production and process planning, shop floor control algorithm that finally sketch the job sequence and control the execution of the jobs. The client order announcer acts as the job-master who initiates the dynamic working community among available resources.
Workstations are in one of the three statuses, idle, busy and mal-functional. When a task, e.g. task 1 in A arrives at certain workstation, the built-in task scheduling, dispatching functions are triggered. The generated subtasks and jobs are announced by this workstation (task-master) among cell members, which can acclaim task by sending an acknowledgement to the task-master. When all the subtasks are dispatched, a dynamic working community establishes (see Figure 2  B ). Another task may be registered, scheduled, triggered another dynamic working community as one is being processed. Busy members are allowed to join the newly established community by acclaiming subtasks dispatched from new tasks. This case is shown in the Figure 2 C, where two communities were formed and IBM 7545 holds membership in both the 2 communities. Community members are registered as 'busy' in the resource pool. When the task is accomplished, the dynamic community destroys and the members are released into resource pool as 'idle' ( figure 2 D) . In case mal-function occurs on holonic robot workstations, the condition monitoring method in the production planning class switches the status of robot workstation into 'mal-functional', and tasks will be re-announced among resource available. Resumed workstations can join the cell and acclaim tasks at any time by registering itself as 'idle' in the resource pool. Each control computer has the similar, simultaneously updated resource database. The membership of a dynamic community can change at any time in response to task progress and resources in the cell.
Implementation scenario

Flexible robot assembly cell
Implementation is conducted in the PMAKUL.euven robot assembly cell. Figure 3 describes the arrangement of robots in the assembly cell. 4 robots are presently installed into the cell, each of which stands next to external loop of the central transport system. Two SCARA robots IBM7545, IBM7547 one Puma 560(UNIMA'IE) and a Pmgatna A3000 from DEA cooperate to produce variations of electrical switches.
3.2 A robot workstation for holonic robot assembly cell Figure 4 illustrates the constitution of a robot workstation in the holonic robot assembly cell.
Physically it consists of two parts, the control computer that is integrated by connecting the robot controller and the robot system. The control system installed in the control computer performs production planning, shop floor control as well as operation control in the aissembly cell, operation messages generated in the operation layer of the control system are passed into the manufacturing interface. Communication class in the interface supervises data exchange between control computer and the controller, where operation data in form of ANSI are changed into robot system compatible data. In the interface, the operation messages, initialization commands, are finally changed into messages for device drivers in the controller. while the ' robot status are read back to the interface. Holon-user interface in the control system allows users to register their product order, change their design, check the assembly cell state, and tackle emergency. The abovementioned strategy offers a way for the conventional nianufacturing units migrate to HMS paradigm.
Conclusions
An workstation architecture for holonic robot assembly cell was reported in this paper, where there are three layers of functions, production planning, shop floor control, and operation control and three interfaces to handle the manufacturing operation and collaboration. A control system was developed in light of OOT thinking to realize holonic control in the holonic robot assembly cell. As the building blocks, a holonic robot workstation was established which comprises a control computer and a robot system. With this strategy, dynamic working community can evolve among networked workstations, within which assembly tasks are designed and subcontracted, assembling processes are planned for and executed on community members.
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